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Message from Jennifer Matthews
Dear Friends,
I am pleased to introduce the L’Arche Boston North Annual Report for 2020. The past year has
been filled with tremendous uncertainty and change for everyone in community and for our
brothers and sisters around the world. Every day I continue to be amazed by the generosity and
selflessness exhibited by our members. Everyone has made sacrifices in our families and in our
homes that have kept our community safe and healthy during this pandemic. Despite the sacrifices and challenges,
our homes have come together in beautiful ways to innovate and re-imagine opportunities for connection,
celebration and sharing our message of joy and belonging with the world.
This has not been an easy time for our community. As the pandemic progressed, it became clear that people with
disabilities, particularly those living in congregate settings, were at disproportionate risk from COVID-19. We
redoubled our efforts to keep Core Members safe, committing to 24-hour in-home supports to limit the dangers
of exposure through outside day programs and employment. We are a community that thrives on relationship,
and our isolation from our friends and greater community has brought challenges that we met with creativity and
resilience.
So many of our community traditions have looked different this year. Community gatherings moved to online
platforms; parades replaced the major celebrations planned for community members’ decade birthdays; even our
holiday Open Houses moved outside to our driveways. We adapted in service of our mission: recognizing and
celebrating the gifts of each person in our life shared together. The pandemic has taught us to recognize what is
essential and to hold onto these relationships and traditions tenaciously and imaginatively. This refocusing on our
mission and identity also magnifies the need for our L’Arche community to be part of the global movement for
racial justice and inclusion of all people, an ongoing concern that we recognize especially in light of the tragic and
senseless death of George Floyd this May. Our community has more work to do in its support of diversity, equity,
and inclusion, and we continue to engage in this dialogue together.
The pandemic has brought us opportunities along with challenges and grief. We have been able to successfully
pilot our own L’Arche day program, Homemade Hummus. This program is a point of bright light in a dark year.
We are so proud of how much everyone is learning and growing together. We look forward to more new growth
in our day program in the days ahead, and we are grateful to have had this opportunity and the hard work of
community members to make the most of what we have been given, even in difficult times.
As the world begins to emerge from this pandemic in 2021, we look forward to seeing you again in person, and
we are grateful for the prayers, love, and support you have shared with us from a distance in 2020. We welcome
you to join us as we carry L’Arche forward into the future, providing not only homes, but meaningful
opportunities for belonging to all those who desire to be a part of a community where mutual relationships
transform lives.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Matthews
Executive Director/ Community Leader
L’Arche Boston North
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Our Mission is to….
Make known the gifts of people with developmental disabilities, revealed through mutually
transforming relationships.
Foster an environment in community that responds to the changing needs of
our members, whilst being faithful to the core values of our founding story.
Engage in our diverse cultures, working together toward a more human society.

Programs
Residential Care
24-hour extensive ongoing services and supports
provided to individuals who need daily intervention with
care, supervision, and skills training in activities of daily
living, home management, and community integration.

In Home Supports
A broad range of service levels that assist individuals we
support in living as independently as possible within the
community.

Shared Living
Provide recruitment, placement, training, and resources for
clinical or behavioral consultative services and oversight of
caregivers and living situations for individuals who either live
in the home of a designated care provider or live in their
own homes with a designated care provider.
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Our Homes
“Home is the center of my being where I can hear the voice that says: 'You are my Beloved, on you my favor rests.’”

-Henri Nouwen

Nazorean
House
This is the first
home that L’Arche
Boston North
opened in the
Haverhill area. Four core members and three
assistants live together in this lovely single-family
home. The third floor and basement have been
renovated into bedrooms for assistants. The back
yard provides the community with an ideal spot for
cookouts and other outdoor gatherings. The name
Nazorean was chosen for this home because it was
the town where Jesus lived throughout most of his
childhood and as an adult until he was 30 years old.

Peace House

Pat House
Our first fully
accessible 5bedroom home
opened September
2016 in Merrimac,
MA, a town neighboring Haverhill, MA. This home
has enabled us to provide for our aging core
members safely and comfortably. This home has a
large lot and beautiful trees surrounding the
property. It has an open porch in the front and a
three -season porch in the back. This home fulfills
our promise to family members and guardians to
provide “homes for life” for the core members in
our community.

Assisi
House

Peace House is a
three-level home
that has a small
apartment on each
of its floors and is
located near the heart of downtown Haverhill.
Each apartment offers independent living while

Assisi House is
a beautiful
split-level
home located on a quiet cul-de-sac in Bradford.
Four core members and three assistants live here.
With nature all around, Assisi is an appropriate

giving the feeling of a one big family home
throughout the three floors. Currently, a married
couple live on the first floor and one core member
lives on the third, all receiving minimal support. On
the second floor, two core members make their
home together with support from an assistant.

name for this home – St. Francis’s home was in
Assisi and he was interested in the natural world of
animals and possessed a love for a peaceful life
setting. The back yard of this Bradford home is a
natural setting for gardening, barbecuing and just
plain relaxing.
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Lighting A Candle of Gratitude
Heather Oliver
I will never forget my first visit to L’Arche, at the Holiday Open House of 2012. Within
minutes of arriving, I was surrounded with the joyful enthusiasm
of the assistants and the sincere friendliness of the core
members. My hope was that someday my daughter Sarah could
live in this wonderful community.
Our family soon began attending their celebrations, and over the
years we have been enriched by our relationships with core
members and assistants.
Needless to say, we were overjoyed when Sarah was given the
opportunity to join the Community in January of this year. Just two
months after her move into Assisi House, the Covid shutdown hit.
The leaders and assistants immediately rose to the challenge to find
creative ways to keep everyone fulfilled and busy while in lockdown.
Sarah had been very unhappy in her previous group home. Thanks to
the wonderful spirit that abounds at LBN, she is now thriving and
happy.
Despite months of Covid lockdown, the Community continues to joyfully celebrate life through
birthday parades, zoom events of community celebrations, prayer
meetings, dances, and even zoom bowling.
Last month, for her birthday celebration on zoom, Sarah was thrilled to
lead the community in singing, “This little light of mine.” It was a touching
moment that defined LBN’s response to a challenging year. Rather than
“cursing the darkness,” they gathered by zoom to literally light candles of
celebration.
This year my family is lighting a candle of gratitude for L’Arche Boston North, for the beautiful
life that this community has given my daughter.

Heather Oliver
L’Arche Family Member

The Year in Review
We had many wonderful experiences together over the year both individually and as a community.
Here are just a few highlights!
Keeping L’Arche Rolling
Many thanks to the George C. Wadleigh Foundation for their
generous support. With their help, we were able to purchase a new
minivan for Assisi House, ensuring that Core Members there are
able to get out in the community to celebrate and see friends at a
safe distance.
Cummings $100K for 100—An Investment in Innovation
We are excited to recognize the Cummings Foundation for their generous investment in
our Homemade Hummus project. L’Arche Boston North is in our second year of our
grant to grow this collaborative and inclusive initiative in which Core Members and
Assistants together make and sell hummus at farmers’ markets and beyond.

The Longest Table
“It was, indeed, the Longest Table,” said the Haverhill Gazette following this firstever outdoor community dining event. Over 200 people gathered to enjoy the
culinary excellence of 19 local restaurants and celebrate together on a beautiful
summer night. As the stars came out over the
lantern-lit street, there was only one word to
describe the evening: magical.
The event helped to build community in Haverhill and showcased the
abilities of Core Members, who assisted at the event. It was a beautiful
evening to celebrate the power of community.
Homemade Hummus Becomes L’Arche Day Program
Due to pandemic-related concerns, L’Arche Core Members were
home from their usual day programs and employment starting in
March 2020. The Hummus program provided a safe space for growth
and fellowship, keeping up the spirit of community despite isolating
times. With the help of the Cummings Foundation $100K for 100
Grant, the project is poised to take the next step in expansion.
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A Reflection from Emma
Since 2017, L’Arche Boston North has been making hummus and selling it at the
Haverhill Farmers’ Market. The team behind Homemade Hummus (known to
our friends as the Garbanzo Gang) historically consisted of myself, two or three
core members, and an assistant. On Friday afternoons during the market season,
we’d hustle to blend up enough hummus to sell the next day. It was a blast, but
it wasn’t accessible to everyone. Most of our core members have jobs or day
programs that they attend all week; not everyone has the energy to work hard
in a hot kitchen at the end of a long week. When the pandemic forced day
programs to temporarily close their doors, a glorious opportunity opened for us. People who had never
been able to participate in hummus production were suddenly available and looking for something to
do. We expanded to two full days in the kitchen and more than doubled the size of our team. We
attended the Farmers’ Market every week and developed an option for online orders. We sold out
almost every week. When the market ended, we continued with online ordering and expanded to
holiday pies for Thanksgiving. We sold 46 pies.
I’m so proud of my team and they skills they have developed. Before the
pandemic, Fran split her week between working at Market Basket and spending
time at a day program. When everything else shut down, she brought her cando spirit and natural leadership to the Garbanzo Gang. Fran’s a quick study. It
didn’t take her long to master the entire hummus-making process, from using a
scale to measure out ingredients, to running the food processor to create the
final product. Once she became comfortable and confident in her own abilities, she was eager to share
her expertise. She took the initiative to welcome and orient new participants and volunteers; she made
sure everyone else felt as comfortable and confident as she!
My other rock was Christine. Christine is one of the original Garbanzo Gangsters, so she knows the
process inside and out. She was also my partner at the Market itself. Every Saturday, she would maskup, brave the elements (it snowed on the final Market of the season), and spend the day slingin’ hummus
with me. Christine has a gift for connecting with the greater community. She made everyone who came
to our table feel welcome and seen, even from behind a mask. She was also already friends with several
of the other vendors at the Market, so she helped me make connections and build friendships, too.
Meghan had never participated in hummus before because she has sensitive hearing and the multiple
food processors used during production are too loud. When we added a day in the kitchen, we were
able to break down the process into two parts: prep and production. Prep day doesn’t involve a food
processor, so Meghan came on board. Like Fran, Meghan’s a fast learner; she had prep figured out in no
time at all. As her confidence and competence grew, so did her willingness to step out of her comfort
zone. Halfway through the season, we got electric juicing machines to help with juicing the countless
lemons and limes we used every week. Meghan was initially nervous about the noise they would make,
but she agreed to try them and was soon our head juicer! Later, we began using the food processors to
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make crusts for our holiday pies, and Meghan’s success with the juicer inspired her to give the noisier
machines a chance. She faced her fears again and came out on top.
Homemade Hummus has been a gift in my life. It has been a source of purpose, an outlet for creativity,
and an opportunity for leadership. And in this crazy bubble created by the COVID 19 Pandemic, it has
shown that L’Arche Boston North has the capacity to offer a meaningful day program to its members.
This is just the beginning, and I can’t wait to see what Fran, Christine, Meghan, and the rest of the
Garbanzo Gang will bring to 2021!

Emma LeBlanc-Medeiros
Program Leader, Homemade Hummus

A Reflection from Mario
I arrived in L’Arche Boston North on a summer afternoon in
2018 after having just finished road tripping my way from
Washington. I walked into Nazorean House and was
immediately welcomed with open arms and an invitation to
sit down for dinner and see what this community was all
about. And with every community gathering, dance, farmer’s
market, and more, my appreciation and love
for L’Arche Boston North only grew.
Since 2020, COVID-19 has forced us to change or outright cancel many of these events, but
that feeling of community has remained the same, even if we didn’t realize it right away. It
wasn’t easy coming to terms with the realities of the
pandemic and what challenges we would have to face,
especially with so much that was uncertain. But we found
ways to get by. Cooped up inside Naz House, I and the
rest of the Naz gang bonded by cooking and baking, binge
watching TV shows, and making countless car rides to see
cows at nearby farms. And when we lined our cars up on
the street to drive by Pat House with our handmade
birthday signs, for the first of many birthday parades, I had
a sense of renewed appreciation for how we as a whole community were able to stick together
in spirit. To do more than just count down the days until the pandemic was over, but to
instead appreciate the gifts that we had and use those to support each other. Through zoom
calls, dropping off food, and any small way we could think of, we made sure to stay connected
to each other.
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This year has also been a time to reflect on ways in which our community has fallen short and
can grow, such as in regard to racial diversity, but we have taken some first steps to address
these issues and with time, I feel LBN will be all the better for it.
So, entering 2021, looking back at how we’ve made it through thus far, I feel hopeful looking
forward to when we can begin returning to seeing other in a normal way, and grateful for the
community that has helped us thrive regardless of that.

Mario Secaira
Live-In Assistant, Nazorean House

Immersion at L’Arche
At L’Arche Boston North we welcome many different
organizations and schools to our community for an
opportunity to immerse themselves in the world of
L’Arche. Due to the pandemic, we had fewer volunteers
than usual, welcoming 13 volunteers from 3 schools and
more than 770 volunteer hours throughout the year.
One immersion participant from Stonehill College shared the following poem with
us:

My L’Arche is dinner and prayer at Naz.
My L’Arche is singing songs after dinner.
My L’Arche is listening to Bruce Springsteen with Devin and Judi.
My L’Arche is spending time with all the Core Members and a sad goodbye.
My L’Arche is friendship and so much love.
My L’Arche is feeling cared for and loved.
My L’Arche is growth and the gift to feel comfortable.
L’Arche is what’s good about the world.
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Partner Relationships
InVia
We welcomed two volunteers from Invia, an organization out of
Germany. Patrick Suchomski remained in community despite
the pandemic-related recall of volunteers to Germany, and
Florian Hellmann returned to us in January to spend a further 6
months with us.

First Baptist Church
First Baptist Church of Haverhill hosts our Homemade Hummus program in its commercially
licensed kitchen. First Baptist has been generous and supportive as our day program has
expanded to serve more Core Members. Their spirit of community and dedication to social
justice in Haverhill are a true gift.

La Salette Community
The La Salette Community is where it all began, in the town of Ipswich, MA, 37 years ago.
Carole Wysopal and her husband Richard were members of the La Salette community,
worshipping at the La Salette Shrine each Sunday. The Wysopals were introduced to Elizabeth
Buckley, the founding director of L’Arche Scotland. Together they started L’Arche Boston
North (formerly Irenicon, Inc.) La Salette continues to be a large supporter of our community.
Our Core Members and Assistants worship monthly with La Salette.

Volunteers
We are grateful to our dedicated volunteers who have supported our community life and our
Homemade Hummus program throughout this past year. Special thanks to Evan McGee for
hours of basketball and fun at Assisi House, and to Richard Pyne and Rachel Perry for helping
make Homemade Hummus a success all summer. Seeing you deepen in relationship with our
community is a tremendous gift.
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Enriching Lives
….pre-pandemic
Volunteering with Emmaus House for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

A Night to Shine

“As I Am” Film Screening with Highrock Haverhill

…and making the best of life at home during a pandemic
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Stay-At-Home Candlelight Ball

MDSC Buddy Walk for Down Syndrome

Socially Distant Visits

Longest Table at Home

Although this has been a unique year, we have continued to celebrate special
occasions and remain involved with our local community, making memories with one
another.
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Thank You to Our Donors
Thank you for helping us to build a community for core members filled with rich lived
experiences, countless journeys, and a life rooted in faith and spirituality.
Diana Abbott
Christine Ahearn
Amazon Smile
Janice Anton
Applied Materials Foundation
Gretchen Arntz
Richard & Meredith Atwood
Patricia Austin
Jutta Ayer
Ariana Bachman
Walter Bacigalupo
Elaine Barker
Kelly Jones Barnes
Claire Bernadette
Amy Bielicki
Russell Boekenkroeger
Boston College
Lucille Bouchard
Richard & Stephanie Bower
Alexis Boyens-Hahn
Bradford Plumbing and
Heating
Tim Briggs
Carole Brown
Gerry Brown
Kaitlin Brown
Patricia Bruno
Dennis & Marie Buckley
Webster Bull
Holly & Joseph Burke
Dan Butler Esq.
Cabot Risk Strategies LLC
Eileen Cadley
Catholic Daughters of the
Americas
Amy Ceramicoli
Nathan Champlin
Sandy Charland
Sandra Clark

Joseph & Susan Cleary
College of Holy Cross
Communitas, Inc.
Mary Elaine Corrigan
Richard Coyne
John Crabtree
Kay Crowley
Fernando Cruz
Cummings Foundation
Lauren Curry
Robert & Carol Curry
Mary d’Amonville
Suzanne d’Amonville
David & Karen Damron
Kate Daversa
Sally DeGan
Lori De Jesus
Faith Delaney, Attorney at
Law
Benjamin Drayton
Jackie Dresser
Brian Drye
Donald Dupray
Joseph Esposito
Jean Essler
Mary Fabris
Joseph Jaderi
Elizabeth Fahey
Colleen Faith
Mary Farrell
FHLBank Boston
Christiane Flewelling
James Fogle
Fritz Deguglielmo, LLC
G’s Texas Southern Flare
Tammy Gagnon
Galinski Plumbing & Heating
Cliff & Cynthia Gallant
Don & Vicky Gallant

Norman Gaudrault
Elizabeth Gilbert
Karen Gralla
Brendan Graney
Eleanor Griffin
John & Gail Griffin
Ruth Griffin
Marguerite Guide
Joy Gurrie
Paul & Joanne Harder
Trista Harnisch
Christine Harrington
Nicole Harry
Elise Hauenstein
Haverhill Bank
Maureen Healy
Charles Hearon
Vanessa Henry
Jane Holaday
Mary & Jerry Hosmer
Fanucci
Sara Hosmer
Iona College
James Page Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union
Jodi Jarvis
Karen Kane
Stephen Kaneb
Sabrina Karpe
Bill & Christy Keating
Hall Kirkham
Timothy & Lois Klee
Joan Klucinec
James Kuczynski
Joan Kulash
La Salette Faith Community
Stephen & Judith Lais
David & Karen Laroche

Laurie Lawrence
Emma LeBlanc-Medeiros
Molly LeBlanc-Medeiros
Sophie LeBlanc-Medeiros
Sue LeBlanc & Douglas
Medeiros
Michael & Sharon Leigh
LJ Median LLC
Long Term Pharmacy
Solutions
Patricia Long
Philip Loring
James & Mary Maloney
Richard & Mary Ellen
Maloney
Dominic &
Rachel Margaglione
Joyce Marzioli
Masson Family Fund
Mark & Mary Masterson
Stephen Mastrocola
Carol Matsuuchi
Diana Matthews
Jennifer Matthews
Phyllis Maxwell
Kara McCann
Cynthia & Maryanne
McCarthy
John & Donna McCarthy
Jennifer McCracken
Robert McGarty & Ellen
Deacon
Mary Ann McGovern
Rose Mcmenmy

Lynette McRae
Rhody Medeiros
Mark Molchany
Helen Muccitelli
Sara Mullan
Edward Murphy
Rowan Murphy
Donald Nason Trust
Vincent Naraschkewitz
Nomsa Noube
Charles & Alice Odell
Heather & William Oliver
Barbara Ostberg
Dan Paquette
Tom Parrill
The Peddlers Daughter
Shelly Peggy
Pentucket Bank
Martha Perry
Mary Peters
Courtney Pierce
Carol Pirri
Daniel Ponsetto
Potpourri Paper
Sara Pottberg
Jean Pouliot
Marian Pucci
Richard Pyne
Richard Ransom
Alice Regan
Stephen & Susan Regan
Michael Richard
Mary Robison

Roman Catholic Bishop of
Boston
Daniel Ronaghan
Richard Rosa
Rosen Law Office
Emily Rowland
Maryanne Ruzzo
Sharon Ryan
Sacred Hearts Parish
Salem Five
Myrna Saltman
Mike & Nancy Salyers
Kenneth & Marcia Savory
Shonna Scalfani
Craig & Colleen Schoeck
Edward Seaver, Jr.
Elaine Sisler
Sisters of Charity Halifax
Jonathan & Karen Stone
St. John’s Community
Judith Stanley
Karen Stone
Stonehill College
Stephen Stulk
John Sulima
Austin & Lacy Tannous
Technology Seed
Kelsey Thorley
James Tomacchio
Jay Trebicka
The Wadleigh Foundation
Susan Wagner
Robert Wahl
Robert & Ruth Wall

Thank You to Our Donors
“I need you and you need me. Together we’re L’Arche.”

Debbie Essler, Founding Core Member of L’Arche Boston North
This is a list of those who have supported us financially from July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020. Sincere efforts have been
made to assure the accuracy of these donor records. We apologize for any errors or omissions and ask you to notify us with
corrections to help us continue to improve our efforts.
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Financial Snapshot Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Expenses
Revenue
State Funding - 80%
PPP Loan
Forgiveness - 5%
Contributions - 3%
Grant Income - 3%
Charges for Care 6%
Rent & Food
Subsidy - 2.5%

Full audited financial statements and form 990 available on our website.
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Program - 92%

General &
Administrative 6%
Fundraising - 2%

We Need Your Help

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Please consider being a partner in our mission and supporting us to
provide a community for Core
Members
filled
with
rich
lived experiences, countless journeys, and a life rooted in faith and
spirituality.

You Make a Difference
Please visit us at
larchebostonnorth.org to make your
secure online donation or you can
send it by mail to:

L’Arche Boston North, Inc. PO Box
1177, Haverhill, MA 01831

CFO-Nexxus Group
Beth Barsotti
Vice President

Ph.D student at Boston
College, former Board Chair
of L’Arche Portland
Lynette McRae
Treasurer

Human Resources
Professional, Master’s of
Business Management

Volunteer and Impact Lives

Thomas Murphy
Secretary

We welcome, delight in and depend
on volunteers of all ages, from

Ph. D student at Boston
College, long-term friend of
L’Arche Boston North

students to retirees.
We need people with special trades or expertise in helping us with
routine repairs and maintenance of our homes. Please contact our
office if you would like to donate some time!

NOTHING IS AS STRONG AS THE HEART OF A VOLUNTEER

15
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1000

VOLUNTEERS

SCHOOLS

HOURS

SPECIAL THANKS TO
Lowell Catholic High School, College of the Holy Cross, and Stonehill College
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William Keating
President

Christine Harrington
Director

Retired DDS Supervisor,
Volunteer guardian
Joselyne Ngoko
Director

Assistant Professor, School
of Criminology and Justice
Studies, UMASS Lowell

Main Office
53 Wingate Street
Haverhill, MA
01831

Assisi House
9 Sussex Street
Bradford, MA

Nazorean House
73 Lamoille Ave
Bradford, MA

Peace House
55-57 Ninth Ave.
Haverhill, MA

Pat House
9 Valley Street
Merrimac, MA

JOIN US
We love visitors! We
have many opportunities
for you to get to know
us. Join us at our monthly
Anniversary and Birthday
celebrations or for a
prayer night. You can join
community events
virtually until we are
ready and able to
welcome our friends back
to the dinner table. Call
our office to learn more!
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